
 
 
  

  Help us to publicize the WRM Bulletin  

  

We have recently changed the way we send out our information, including our monthly electronic
Bulletin. This means that e-mail subscribers need to re-register via our WRM web site, and because
of this, many people who used to receive the WRM Bulletin no longer do so.

We have now launched a campaign for subscribers and we would like to enlist your help. We would
be very grateful if you would help us circulate the short description of WRM and our Bulletin that
appears below.

Thank you very much for your help!

 

The World Rainforest Movement (WRM), through its work on forests and issues related to tree
plantations, contributes to achieving respect for local peoples’ rights over their forests and
territories. The WRM has an international secretariat based in Uruguay, from which it networks and
collaborates with a number of organizations and movements in a large number of countries.

The WRM Bulletin has been published monthly since 1997, and is currently distributed in four
languages: English, Spanish, French and Portuguese. The Bulletin is an information dissemination
instrument serving local peoples’ struggles to defend the forests
from commercial logging, dams, mining, monoculture tree plantations, shrimp farms, agribusiness
and other threats, including more recent trends such as REDD (Reducing Emissions from
Deforestation and Forest Degradation) and economic valuation of so-called “environmental
services”; these market mechanisms are transforming forests and territories into just another  asset 
to be traded.

We have recently changed the way we send out our information, including our monthly electronic
Bulletin. This means that e-mail subscribers need to re-register via our WRM web site, and
because of this, many people who used to receive the WRM Bulletin no longer do so.

The Bulletin is available free of charge. To register on the Bulletin’s mailing list, simply click on one
of the links below and follow the instructions:

To receive the Bulletin and other WRM communications and materials in ENGLISH please click on
the following link: http://eepurl.com/8YPw5

To receive the Bulletin and other WRM communications and materials in SPANISH please click on
the following link: http://eepurl.com/8mVnL

To receive the Bulletin and other WRM communications and materials in FRENCH please click on
the following link: http://eepurl.com/8YG29
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To receive the Bulletin and other WRM communications and materials in PORTUGUESE please click
on the following link: http://eepurl.com/7RJYL
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